
19th Sunday in Ordinary Time Year A  

Walking on Waters of our Fears  

 
Dear Holy People of God,  

 

God is good, all the time, and all the time, God is good, even now!  

 

Today’s Gospel text presents us with a unique incident between Our Blessed Lord Jesus Christ, and Simon 

Peter. It is a gospel rich in symbols. We can readily see the boat that is tossed because it is against the waves, 

as a symbol of the Church that, because she preaches the Gospel of Jesus Christ, must go against the spirit of 

the world. The storms could readily symbolize all that is not of the God, the forces of the anti-Christ that 

threaten the children of God. Walking on water could easily symbolize the courage to overcome our fears, to 

dare to go against the grain. And when, out of human frailty we feel we are sinking, that is the time to refocus 

on Christ, to cry out with more intensity for the Lord to save us. And the Lord always saves us. There are so 

many things that we could learn from this text.  

 

What I will like to call our attention today to is the moment when Peter walks on water. Have you ever had 

people who tell you all you can’t do? People who say you are not endowed enough to do that; you are 

incapable of doing this; you won’t succeed; you are not bright enough; you are not beautiful or handsome 

enough; you are not good enough; you are not holy enough; you are not wealthy enough; etc. Yes, sometimes 

we hear those voices from without. Oftentimes, we hear from within. The example of Peter walking on water 

in defiance to the laws of physics is meant to teach us that God is bigger than our fears, our hesitations. 

Knowledge is necessary. But instincts are key to doing the impossible. Peter’s instincts pushed him further 

than his knowledge. And when he began thinking through in the midst of the waves, he still knew who to turn 

to when his back was against the wall: Lord, save me.  

 

Let’s pray for the grace not to be paralyzed by hesitation, by our fears, trusting the Lord is with us, always, 

even during these uncertain times of COVID 19. Courage. (Fr Maurice).  

 


